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INTRODUCTION

- Food retailing in the UK is dominated by national grocery multiples, with the sector attracting unparalleled levels of scrutiny by the competition authorities in recent years.
- The use of promotional activity or ‘sales’ has emerged as a key area of focus, with sales being an increasingly important means of consumer budgeting amidst rising food prices and economic recession.
- It is reported that 68% of consumers always look out for sales, and almost 40% of all groceries purchased in supermarkets are under some form of promotion.

METHODOLOGY

- The authors evaluate two claims relating to retail practice that have been the subject of media attention:
  - the use of sales to disguise price rises, whereby sales occur immediately prior to price rises, thereby distancing the new higher regular price from its previous level in the mind of consumers
  - the artificial inflation of prices prior to a promotion, thereby exaggerating the depth of the subsequent discount.
- The analysis draws on a large and comprehensive dataset containing the weekly prices of commonly purchased grocery products sold in the UK’s seven largest retail chains over the period 2001 to 2004.

KEY FINDINGS

- There is no evidence of a general tendency for sales to disguise rises in the regular price of products. On the contrary, results indicate that post-sale prices tend to be lower than those immediately prior to a sale. The result is robust to sales threshold, supermarket chain, product format and brand status, and it most probably reflects the deflationary environment of the time.
- There is some evidence for prices to rise prior to sales in a manner that is consistent with the exaggeration of the discount. The strongest evidence is found in a single discount chain.
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